Abstract. By a change of variables we obtain new y-coordinates of elliptic curves. Utilizing these y-coordinates as meromorphic modular functions, together with the elliptic modular function, we generate the fields of meromorphic modular functions. Furthermore, by means of the special values of the y-coordinates, we construct the ray class fields over imaginary quadratic fields as well as normal bases of these ray class fields.
Introduction
Let E be an elliptic curve over C. Then there exist a lattice Λ = [ω 1 , ω 2 ] in C and a complex analytic isomorphism (1/(z − ω)
is the Weierstrass ℘-function (relative to Λ) with derivative ℘ ′ (z; Λ) [13, Chapter VI, Proposition 3.6(b)].
For an integer N (≥ 2) and a pair of rational numbers (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ (1/N )Z 2 \Z 2 , we define the Fricke function f (r1,r2) (τ ) on the complex upper-half plane H as f (r1,r2) (τ ) = −(2 7 This belongs to the field F N of all meromorphic modular functions of level N whose Fourier coefficients with respect to q 1/N τ = e 2πiτ /N lie in the N th cyclotomic field Q(ζ N ), where ζ N = e 2πi/N . We further define the elliptic modular function j(τ ) as
which is a generator of F 1 over Q [10, Chaper 6] . Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K . We denote its ring of algebraic integers by O K and set
. For a positive integer N , let K (N ) be the ray class field modulo (N ) (= N O K ) of K. Then the main theorem of complex multiplication implies that
f ∈ F N is defined and finite at θ K ) (1.5) = K(j(θ K ), h N (θ K )), (1.6) where
( [6] or [10, Chapter 10, Theorems 2, 8 and their Corollaries]). Furthermore, Cho and Koo [1] combined these two generators, j(θ K ) and h N (θ K ), by using the result of Gross and Zagier [5] and Dorman [4] to obtain a primitive generator of K (N ) over K. Note that the value h N (θ K ) comes from the x-coordinate of some N -torsion point of the elliptic curve (1.1) with Λ = [θ K , 1]. However, it is not known that h N (θ K ) alone generates K (N ) over K. On the other hand, Jung et al. [7] showed that the special value [11] . But unfortunately, the value is not directly related to a torsion point of an elliptic curve.
Consider the special case when
Moreover, we get from the fact g 2 (θ K ) = 0 [10, p. 37] and the definition (1.3) that j(θ K ) = 0 and
Hence the equation (1.7) becomes
Let η(τ ) be the Dedekind η-function defined by
This satisfies the relation η(τ ) 24 = ∆(τ ) [10, Chapter 18, Theorem 5] . In this paper we shall prove that if d K ≤ −19 and N ≥ 3, then any nonzero power of the value
generates K (N ) over K (Theorem 3.4) by using the idea of [7] . The value y is obtained from certain y-coordinate of an elliptic curve associated with O K , and is suitable for computing the minimal polynomial because it can be expressed as an infinite product ( §2). As an application we shall also find a normal basis of K (N ) over K (Corollary 3.9).
Fields of modular functions
In this section we shall examine the fields of modular functions in terms of y-coordinates of elliptic curves together with the elliptic modular function j(τ ).
For a positive integer N , let C(X(N )) be the field of meromorphic functions on the modular curve X(N ) = Γ(N )\H * , where H * = H ∪ Q ∪ {∞}. As is wellknown, C(X(N )) is a Galois extension of C(X(1)) = C(j(τ )) whose Galois group is given by
as fractional linear transformations [3, Proposition 7.5.1]. Furthermore, the subfield F N of C(X(N )) is a Galois extension of F 1 whose Galois group is represented by
First, the matrix For a lattice Λ in C, the Weierstrass σ-function (relative to Λ) is defined by
Taking the logarithmic derivative, we define the Weierstrass ζ-function (relative to Λ) as
Differentiating the function ζ(z + ω; Λ)− ζ(z; Λ) for any ω ∈ Λ results in 0 since ζ ′ (z; Λ) = −℘(z; Λ), by (1.2) and ℘(z; Λ), is periodic with respect to Λ. Hence there is a constant η(ω; Λ) so that
where η(τ ) is the Dedekind η-function defined in (1.8).
for a 12th root of unity ζ depending on γ and (r 1 , r 2 ).
where ε((r 1 , r 2 ), (s 1 , s 2 )) = (−1) s1s2+s1+s2 e −πi(s1r2−s2r1) .
Proof. See [9, Chapter 2, §1] and [10, Chapter 18, Theorem 6].
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A Siegel function has a fairly simple q τ -order formula. Let
be the second Bernoulli polynomial. Using the product formula of the Weierstrass σ-function, we get the product expression
where z = r 1 τ + r 2 [10, Chapter 18, Theorem 4 and Chapter 19, §2]. Regarding (2.2) as a Laurent series expansion with respect to q τ , we see that
where X is the fractional part of X ∈ R such that 0 ≤ X < 1 [9, Chapter 2, §1].
be an integer and let {m(r)} r=(r1,r2)∈(1/N )Z 2 \Z 2 be a family of integers such that m(r) = 0 except for finitely many r. Then a product of Siegel functions
belongs to F N if {m(r)} r satisfies the quadratic relation modulo N , namely,
Proof. See 
(ii) This follows from Proposition 2.1 and (2.2).
Let Λ be a lattice in C of the form Λ = [τ, 1] with τ ∈ H. Diving both sides of the equation
by the nonzero constant η 12 (τ ) and using the relation
Hence we obtain a change of variables
If z = r 1 τ + r 2 with (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ Q 2 \ Z 2 , then the corresponding y-coordinate satisfies
by (2.1). Regarding τ as a variable on H, we define the function y (r1,r2) (τ ) on H as
Lemma 2.4. Let N (≥ 2) be an integer and let
2 . Now that the product of Siegel functions
4/ gcd ( Proof. For convenience, we use the notation . = to denote the equality up to a root of unity. Letting γ = a b c d ∈ SL 2 (Z), we derive by the definition (2.4) and Proposition 2.1(ii) that
Since we are assuming that the action of γ on y (1/N,0) (τ ) m and y (1/N,0) (τ ) m is trivial, we get
It then follows from the action of 0 −1 1 0 ∈ SL 2 (Z) on both sides of (2.5) and (2.6) as a fractional linear transformation that
by Proposition 2.1(ii). Now by using the q τ -order formula (2.3), we can compare the q τ -orders of both sides of (2.5)∼(2.8) to conclude
Considering the fact det(γ) = ad − bc = 1, we achieve a ≡ d ≡ ±1 (mod N ) and b ≡ c ≡ 0 (mod N ). Hence γ lies in ±Γ(N ), as desired. N ) ), which is a subfield of C(X(N )) containing C(X(1)) = C(j(τ )) by Lemma 2.4. Assume that an element γ ∈ Γ(1) acts trivially on F . Then γ must be in ±Γ(N ) by Lemma 2.6. Thus F is all of C(X(N )) by the fact Gal(C(X(N ))/C(X(1))) ≃ Γ(1)/ ± Γ(N ) and Galois theory.
( N ) ), which is a subfield of F N containing F 1 = Q(j(τ )) by Lemma 2.4. By (i) and [8, Lemma 4 .1], we have
has rational Fourier coefficients by (2.2), we get
Therefore, d ≡ 1 (mod N ), which implies that F is all of F N by Galois theory.
Ray class invariants over imaginary quadratic fields
Throughout this section, let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K and let θ K be as in (1.4) . We shall prove our main theorem which claims that if d K ≤ −19 and N ≥ 3, then for any nonzero integer m, the special value y (0,1/N ) (θ K ) 4m/ gcd(4,N ) generates the ray class field K (N ) over K. To this end, we shall introduce an explicit description of Shimura's reciprocity law due to Stevenhagen [14] , from which we are able to determine all the conjugates of the special value of a meromorphic modular function.
Let C(d K ) be the group of all reduced (binary quadratic) forms
. Note that the above conditions imply
[2, p. 29], and the identity of
and define u Q = (u p ) p ∈ p : prime GL 2 (Z p ) by
(3.5)
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Let min(θ K , Q) = X 2 + BX + C. For a positive integer N , we define a matrix group
Proposition 3.1 (Shimura's reciprocity law). Let K be an imaginary quadratic field other than Q( √ −1) and Q( √ −3), and let N be a positive integer. There is a one-to-one correspondence
Proof. See [14, §3 and 6]. (ii) The identity of W N,K /{±I 2 } × C(d K ) corresponds to the identity of Gal(K (N ) /K) by the definitions (3.3)∼(3.5).
For simplicity, we let
Then one can readily verify the inequality (3.6)
It is also obvious that (3.7) 1 + X < e X for all X > 0. 
Proof. (i) We may assume that 0 ≤ s ≤ N/2 and 0 ≤ t < N by Proposition 2.1(i) and (iii). Also note that 2 ≤ a ≤ D by (3.2) and A ≤ e −π √ 20 < 1. It follows from (2.2) that
where (
by (3.6)
by (3.7)
= 0.267e (ii) We may also assume that 0 ≤ s ≤ N/2 and 0 ≤ t < N by Proposition 2.1(i) and (iii). We establish by (2.2) that 
where Therefore, we get that
(1 + A n/1.03 ) −6 (1 + A (1/1.03)(n−1/2) ) −4 by (3.6)
= 0.22e 
which is the identity of C(d K ). It follows that θ Q = θ K and that
as an element of GL 2 (Z/N Z) by the definitions (3.3)∼(3.5). Thus we deduce by the definition (2.4) and Proposition 2.3(ii) that
where . = stands for the equality up to a root of unity. We get (s, t) ≡ (0, ±1) (mod N ) by Lemma 3.3 (ii), which shows that α is the identity of W N,K /{±I 2 }.
Corollary 3.5. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K (≤ −19) and let N (≥ 3) be an odd integer. Then for any nonzero integer m, the special value (6,N ) . Since g(τ ) ∈ F N by Proposition 2.2, its special value g(θ K ) lies in K (N ) by (1.5). On the other hand, since K(g(θ K )) is an abelian extension of K as a subfield of K (N ) , it contains all the conjugates of g(θ K ). Now that we are assuming N (≥ 3) is odd, ( 2 0 0 2 ) ∈ GL 2 (Z/N Z)/{±I 2 } belongs to W N,K and satisfies
by Proposition 2.3(ii). Thus K(g(θ K )) contains the value
Proposition 3.6. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let N (≥ 3) be an integer. Then the special values g (0,1/N ) (θ K ) 12N/ gcd(6,N ) and
12N/ gcd (6,N ) if N has at least two distinct prime factors in Z, (6,N ) if N is a prime power are real algebraic integers. Hence their minimal polynomials over K have integer coefficients.
Proof. Let g(τ ) = g (0,1/N ) (τ ) 12N/ gcd(6,N ) and
12N/ gcd (6,N ) if N has at least two distinct prime factors in Z, 
, where
Therefore, g(θ K ) and h(θ K ) are real numbers. If we set
which implies that the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of x over K are integers. Furthermore, if N = 6, then
The special value y (0,1/6) (θ K ) 12 generates K (6) over K by Theorem 3.4, and one can find its minimal polynomial as follows (by using MAPLE 8 for the numerical computation of infinite products): min(y (0,1/6) (θ K )
12 , K) Lemma 3.8. Let L be a finite Galois extension of a number field K with G = Gal(L/K). Assume that there exists an element x ∈ L such that |x γ /x| < 1 for all γ ∈ G \ {Id}.
Take a suitably large positive integer s such that |x γ /x| s ≤ 1/|G| for all γ ∈ G \ {Id}.
Then the conjugates of x s form a normal basis of L over K (that is, {(x s ) γ ; γ ∈ Gal(L/K)} is a basis of the vector space L over K).
Proof. See [7, Theorem 2.4] . 
